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E-mail address: Lotto@ucl.ac.uk (R.B. Lotto).Determining the statistical relationships of images that facilitate robust visual behaviour is nontrivial.
Here we ask if some spatial relationships are more easily learned by the visual brain than others. Visually
naïve bumblebees were trained to recognise coloured artiﬁcial ﬂowers in scenes of equal spatial com-
plexity but differing patterns of stimulus intensity. When ﬂowers of similar intensity were grouped into
extended regions across the array (coincident with natural patterns of light), the accuracy of the bees’ for-
aging behaviour was dependent on spatial context, even though this information was redundant to the
task. When the same intensity information was organised into a pattern that was less consistent with
natural patterns of illumination but of equal order, their behaviour was independent of spatial context
and they required double the training time to solve the same conditional task. These observations suggest
the brain is biased to more efﬁciently encode/learn ecologically ‘meaningful’ image correlations.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
How the visual brain encodes the patterns of light that fall onto
its receptors, and turns these encoded images into useful behav-
iours is a question of general interest to the neuroscience and ma-
chine vision communities. The ambiguity of visual information
makes this a complex process: at the most fundamental level,
the spectral quality of the part of a retinal image arising from a sur-
face in the world is determined by both the surface’s reﬂectance
and its illumination. This means the problem of vision is under-
speciﬁed, since the absolute quality of each single part of an image
may be the result of an inﬁnite number of real world conﬁgura-
tions. Thus the brain must use the relationships between elements
of a visual image to generate robust visual behaviour, since it is the
relationships between stimuli that remain stable. But which rela-
tionships does the visual brain innately use?
Here we consider whether the naïve visual brain is equally able
to learn any contextual relationship or whether it predisposed to
learn certain spatial relationships (perhaps those that were com-
mon or ‘meaningful’ during its phylogenetic history). Using the
bee, an important system shown to be relevant for addressing gen-
eral questions of colour vision, we ﬁrst ask whether vision innately
encodes spatial image correlations (when it is not required to do
so) and secondly whether certain relationships are encoded more
easily than other relationships.ll rights reserved.We set bumblebees a biconditional discrimination task, where
the combination of brightness and colour in a visually distinct ob-
ject (a circular stimulus which is best conceived of as an artiﬁcial
‘ﬂower’) unambiguously speciﬁed whether a stimulus was a target
(i.e., rewarding), or a non-target (un-rewarding). Bees are known to
solve cue-combination tasks of this complexity (Schubert, Lachnit,
Francucci, & Giurfa, 2002), and in experiments of this kind bees’
performance is consistent with ‘unique cue’ theory (whereby the
bee assigns a unique identity to the compound as a result of the
interaction of its components; Whitlow & Wagner, 1972; Deisig,
Lachnit, Sandoz, Lober, & Giurfa, 2003). Thus the null hypothesis
is that the bees in our experiments will simply associate a stimu-
lus’ speciﬁc qualities – in this case intensity and colour – with a re-
ward, independent of the information presented in its surrounding
spatial context.
On the other hand, it has been known for some time (Katz,
1935; see review by Maloney and Schirillo (2002)) that articulation
– by which we mean the presence of multiple, distinct, chromatic
surfaces – can alter human perception of stimuli. More recent
studies have show that whilst perceptions of brightness contrast
(and constancy) are indeed augmented by articulation, what mat-
ters in human perception is not articulation per se, but the speciﬁc
relationships between stimulus elements in an articulated image
(Lotto & Purves, 1999, 2000 and references therein). The explana-
tion offered in this latter case was that these speciﬁc correlations
provide additional statistical information about the source of the
underlying scene, giving the visual brain more information on
which to make a judgment as to the real world source of an inher-
ently ambiguous stimulus.
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ised the conditional intensity cue into large regions in space – i.e.,
we simply put randomly coloured surfaces of one relative intensity
next to each other over an extended region, forming regions of
lighter and darker ﬂowers of variable colour. Note that there was
signiﬁcant overlap in the lightness of different regions: inherent
lightness differences in the different ﬂower colours meant that
some individual ﬂowers in the dark region were in fact lighter than
some ﬂowers in the light region. If the bees adopted a simple un-
ique cue strategy, the spatial correlation of the brightness cue
should be ignored since encoding this additional (low frequency)
spatial contextual information was not necessary to be successful
in the task.
We present data showing that, when presented with the arrays
described, bees innately encode the spatial correlation in the
brightness relationships, and indeed make it central to their learn-
ing strategy. We further show that certain contextual relationships
are more directly accessible to the mechanisms of visual process-
ing than other contextual relationships that are equivalent in terms
of order or structure. We speculate that the more rapidly and ro-
bustly learned brightness/colour contextual cues are those that
are most consistent with probabilistic relationships between natu-
ral images and scenes (Rubin & Richards, 1982; Cavanagh, 1991;
Mullen & Kingdom, 1991; Párraga, Troscianko, & Tolhurst, 2000;
Fine, MacLeod, & Boynton, 2003), and as such, this bias enables
the bee, and indeed all visual systems to overcome the inherent
ambiguity of sensory data quickly and robustly.
2. Results
Bees were housed within a nest-box connected to a 1 m3
Plexiglas ﬂight arena (see Fig. 1A), and were trained to forage from
stimulus arrays shown schematically in Fig. 1C (see Section 4 for
full protocol). Each array to which the bees were trained was made
up from stimuli, each kind of which was one of four colours. InFig. 1. (A) The Bee Matrix. Light from the Matrix light-box are generated by six Reptis
diffuser (Rosco No. 216). (B) The ﬂowers are cylindrical in shape, measuring 20 mm in
spectral quality of each ﬂower is independently controlled with gel ﬁlters (Rosco, Germhuman terms, these approximated to orange, yellow with an
admixture of UV, blue and purple (but of course were presumably
perceived quite differently by the bees). These colours were then
paired with one of two intensities. Flower colour was controlled
with one layer of gelatine ﬁlter that altered the spectral quality
of its transmitted light, and intensity was controlled using neutral
density ﬁlters that reduced intensity by 25% whilst minimally
altering its spectral characteristics (see Table 1). By combining
each chromatic ﬁlter with each intensity ﬁlter, eight distinct stim-
uli were possible, and each was presented in every training session.
Furthermore, all ﬂower colours were uniformly distributed across
the array (so that the average colour of the entire array was con-
stant) and their location within the four quadrants of the array
was random, thereby eliminating any possible spatial cue that
the bees could have used to obtain a reward. During training, only
two kinds of ﬂower were rewarding (which we will refer to subse-
quently as ‘targets’). The remaining were unrewarding (which we
will call ‘non-targets’). Targets were always the ‘blue’ ﬂowers
paired with the brighter intensity (i.e., light that passed through
one ND ﬁlter, as well as a blue ﬂower ﬁlter), and the ‘yellow-UV’
ﬂowers paired with the darker intensity (i.e., light that passed
through two ND ﬁlters, as well as the yellow ﬂower ﬁlter). These
rewarding stimuli remained constant for all experiments described
here – only the spatial conﬁguration of intensity ﬁlters was altered.
2.1. Experiment 1: trained to homogenous quadrant intensity, tested
on homogenous quadrant intensity
In the ﬁrst training condition, ﬂowers were grouped by their
intensity into quadrants of 16 ﬂowers that were either ‘bright’ or
16 ﬂowers that were ‘dark’. Two quadrants of bright and two quad-
rants of dark ﬂowers were always present, though the location of
the bright and dark quadrants was random. For a schematic repre-
sentation of one of these possible arrays, see Fig. 2A. Bees were
trained as a group for an average of 13 foraging cycles per beetar 5.0 ﬂuorescent tubes placed behind a sheet of Plexiglas, and a UV-transmitting
height, and are decorated with Plexiglas discs measuring 80 mm in diameter The
any). Bees feed on sugar water contained in a central chamber.
Table 1
Receptor activation of each of the ﬁve ﬁlters used in the experiments described.
Spectral transmittance was measured with an Ocean Optics S2000 (Dunedin, FL)
spectrometer relative to a calibrated deuterium/halogen radiation source DH 2000-
CAL (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). Measurements are in Watt/cm2/nm and had to be
converted into quantum-based spectra. Spectral transmittance was then multiplied
by the known receptor activation of UV, B & G receptors at that wavelength (Briscoe &
Chittka, 2001) and summed over the whole visible range.
UV B G
Y 44 39 468
O 7 7 274
B 16 250 311
P 56 222 257
NDF 53 200 365
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novel stimulus conﬁguration, conforming to the constraints de-
scribed above. The results of this control test are the following.
Eighty three percent of all visits were to previously rewarding
stimuli, split evenly between the bright blue and dark yellow tar-
gets – the latter proportion was consistent for all subsequent tests
unless stated otherwise. Eleven percent of visits were to non-
rewarding colours (purple and orange) and 6% of visits were to pre-
viously rewarding colours, but under the ‘incorrect’ intensity. Since
it is well known that bees are able to use colour as a reliable forag-
ing cue, in reporting our results we extract visits to ﬂowers of the
incorrect colour. Thus, the ‘conditional response’ reported here is:
the probability that the bee selected the correct intensity given
that they landed on either a blue or yellow ﬂower. The bees gener-
ated a conditional response of 92.5% accuracy (see Fig. 2A ‘Results’;
in all tests a random conditional response would result in 50%
accuracy). No area of the array was favoured, a ﬁnding consistent
with previous work using this experimental paradigm (Lotto &
Wicklein, 2005). In order to test this, ﬁrstly stimuli were consid-
ered as ‘‘boundary stimuli” and ‘‘non-boundary stimuli”. The for-
mer were immediately adjacent to a panel of different lightness,
the later were at least one stimulus removed in any direction. Note
that stimuli adjacent to the edge of the array were not considered
to be ‘‘boundary stimuli”. In this ﬁrst test there were 41 selections
of blue or yellow ﬂowers – 38 of which were to the correct colour –
lightness combination, and three of which were incorrect. In these
testing arrays, there was a ratio of 1:1.91 boundary stimuli to non-
boundary stimuli (all colours and lightness). Of the 41 selections,
13 were to boundary stimuli (unbiased selections would produce
an expected value of 14.09), 28 were to non-boundary stimuli (ex-
pected value: 26.9). Thus the null hypothesis that the bees selec-
tions were affected by the boundary between lightness regions
could not be rejected at P > 0.01 (binomial test gives P(P28 bound-
ary selections) = 0.4299). Thus bees did not appear to be favouring
selections on the boundary or otherwise. Because the bees were so
accurate, the inﬂuence of examining correct selections (as opposed
to just selections) was minimal (of the 38 correct selections, 26
were to boundary stimuli (1 mistake was made on a boundary),
giving an expected value of 24.94 and P(P26 boundary
selections) = 0.4314.
Secondly stimuli were considered as ‘‘edge” stimuli (i.e., those
immediately adjacent to the outer edge of the arena) and ‘‘non-
edge” stimuli. There was now a ratio of 1:1.29 edge to non-edge
stimuli in the testing arrays. Of the 41 selections, 19 were to edge
stimuli (expected value 17.94, P(P19 edge selections) = 0.4273
(binomial test)). The three mistakes were all made on non edge
stimuli; though again, lack of data rendered this of indeterminate
signiﬁcance.
These data show that the bees learned to differentiate the inten-
sity of the previously rewarding ﬂowers from unrewarding ﬂowers
of the same colour (P < 0.01, see Section 4 for details of statisticaltests). In other words, the bees were able to learn to differentiate
light blue (rewarding) from dark blue (un-rewarding) ﬂowers,
and dark yellow (rewarding) from light yellow (un-rewarding)
ﬂowers. The next test determined the nature of the information
used to differentiate rewarding from unrewarding ﬂowers.
2.2. Experiment 2: trained to homogenous quadrant intensity, tested
on randomised intensity
In the second test, the same trained foragers were presented
with an array of ﬂowers in which the spatial location of the two
intensities was random (see Fig. 2B). For brevity we will term this
test condition as the ‘uncorrelated intensity array’, since the statis-
tical correlation between the ‘dark’ and ‘light’ ﬂowers no longer ex-
isted given that the two intensities were distributed randomly
across the array. More formally, in this condition the higher-order
spatial correlation of intensity was eliminated, leaving the absolute
chromatic quality and intensity of each individual ﬂowermaking up
the array identical to that during training. Under these conditions,
in contrast to the control test described above, the conditional accu-
racy of selecting the correct intensity was now only 36%. This did
not constitute signiﬁcant behaviour to the intensity condition (i.e.,
the probability that it was random behaviour was greater that
0.01). We concluded, therefore, that when the spatial organisation
of ﬂower intensity thatwas presented during trainingwas removed,
the bees were no longer able to discriminate the intensity of previ-
ously rewarding ﬂowers from unrewarding ﬂowers, even when the
absolute qualities of the rewarding stimulus remained unchanged.
In other words, whilst the bees selected only blue and yellow ﬂow-
ers, they no longer distinguished light blue ﬂowers (rewarding)
from dark blue ﬂowers (un-rewarding), nor dark yellow ﬂowers
(rewarding) from light yellow ﬂowers (un-rewarding). The possibil-
ity that the bees failed to ﬁnd the ‘correct’ ﬂowers simply because of
the novelty of the testing array with respect to the training array
was controlled for in a subsequent test, which is described later.
2.3. Experiment 3: trained to ‘chequerboard’ quadrant intensity, tested
on ‘chequerboard’ intensity
It is important to note that during training it was not necessary
to encode stimulus intensity relationships between ﬂowers within
and between panels to solve the training task. The same result
could have been achieved by simply selecting the ‘light blue’ and
‘dark yellow’ ﬂowers wherever they appeared – independent of
their surrounding context. To better understand why the bees en-
coded instead the spatial correlations between ﬂowers in the train-
ing arrays, a second group of visually naïve bumblebees were
trained to an array in which the spatial location of intensity was
structured in a pattern of alternating intensity. Described another
way, if any given ﬂower was bright, then its neighbour on all sides
would be dark, and, in turn, those neighbours bright, and so on
(Fig. 2C). For simplicity, we will refer to this conﬁguration as the
‘chequerboard array’ – for obvious reasons. Note that the extent
to which intensity across the array in this condition is ordered is
no less than the original training condition (experiment 1). The
amount of information contained in the spatial correlation of this
new training array was no less than that in the ﬁrst training array
(the spatial intensity information was simply represented in a dif-
ferent way), and so could – in principle – equally serve as a cue for
deciding between blue and yellow ﬂowers.
After an average of 12 foraging cycles, as close as possible to the
point of ﬁrst testing in the previous experiments described above,
bees were tested on a novel conﬁguration of ﬂowers that con-
formed to the spatial organisation of the new training array. The
conditional probability of selecting the ﬂower colour under the
‘correct’ intensity was 58% (colour errors were, consistent with
Fig. 2. Since bees are known to accurately ﬁnd the target colour, results shown are conditional probabilities (i.e., given the target colour has been selected, the proportion of
selections that are of the target illumination for each experiment). Bees trained to ‘ecologically likely’ intensity contrast: (A) Bees are able to use correlated brightness
information to guide behaviour (see text for further description). (B) After approximately the same training experience, bees perform no better than chance if the brightness
correlation is disrupted. Bees trained to ‘ecologically unlikely’ intensity contrast: (C) After 12 training cycles, bees trained to this chequerboard array of ﬂowers are now
unable to reliably solve the task (see text for further description). Increasing the training to 26 cycles results in similar levels of task performance to the ecologically likely
arrays. (D) Once successful on this task, bees can generalise well to arrays containing uncorrelated intensity information, suggesting the strategy they employ does not use the
correlation. (E) Similar behaviour towards the chequerboard arrays is obsevered when bees are trained to arrays of ﬂowers whose intensity is organised randomly.
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a signiﬁcant level of response towards the intensity cue, demon-
strating that after the same number of foraging bouts as the ﬁrst
experiment the bees were unable to solve the same training task
(namely, to forage from bright blue ﬂowers and dark yellow ﬂow-
ers). Training and testing continued. After 26 foraging cycles, the
bees’ conditional probability increased to 80%, which did not in-
crease further with more training (Fig. 2C). This represents a signif-
icant response to the intensity stimulus (P < 0.01). Thus, when
intensity was ordered in a chequerboard of alternating light anddark ﬂowers, only after twice the training experience did bees
learn to use the intensity of ﬂower as a conditional cue for behav-
iour. In addition, maximum selection accuracy remained lower by
comparison with the previous experiment.
2.4. Experiment 4: trained to ‘chequerboard’ quadrant intensity, tested
on randomised intensity
To determine if the bees also used the equally ordered spatial
contextual cue to solve the task, as in the ﬁrst experiment, this
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tial location of intensity was randomised across the array, which,
again, eliminates the higher-order correlation of intensity across
the array whilst preserving the absolute quality of each individ-
ual ﬂower stimulus. Unlike the initial training paradigm, under
these conditions the conditional probability of selecting the
previously rewarding ﬂowers remained signiﬁcantly high: 77%
(P < 0.01). Thus the strategy that the bees had adopted to the
solve the chequerboard arrays continued to work well even
when the higher-order spatial correlations offered by the
chequerboard pattern were eliminated, suggesting that the
strategy was not dependent on this higher-order spatial organi-
sation of intensity. This is exactly opposite to what was observed
of the bees in training condition 1 (homogenous quadrant
intensity).
2.5. Experiment 5: trained to randomised quadrant intensity, tested on
randomised intensity
We next describe a series of further control experiments that
conﬁrm and extend the observations just described. In conducting
these experiments a third set of foragers was trained to arrays in
which the spatial location of stimulus intensity was randomised
(Fig. 2E) (denoted ‘randomised arrays’ for brevity). Foragers were
given the same number of training sessions as the two previous
conditions, and tested on a novel stimulus conﬁguration of the
training parameters. After 13 foraging cycles, bees demonstrated
a conditional probability of selecting the correct ﬂower intensity,
given the correct colour had been selected, 52% of the time, consti-
tuting a random response to the intensity cue. Training was again
continued for a further 15 cycles per bee. Upon testing, the condi-
tional probability now increased to 81% (further training did not
increase this statistic). This constituted a signiﬁcant conditional re-
sponse towards the local intensity cue (P < 0.01). Note that the
training required and accuracy achieved are nearly identical to
when the bees were trained to the chequerboard arrays, and thus
double that required to learn the same task when the bright and
dark intensities were grouped into quadrants. Importantly, this
consistency in the behaviour of two groups of foragers from differ-
ent hives demonstrates the robustness of the experiments
presented.
To review the ﬁndings thus far: when presented with ﬂowers
under spatially extended regions of intensity, bees used the high-
er-order information, even though this information was redundant
to the training task. This may enable more robust behaviour to the
stimuli (see control experiment 7). When presented with scenes of
equal order, but in which intensity was spatially discontinuous,
bees did not use the higher-order spatial information, but used in-
stead the lower-order (local) cues. Whilst this strategy is, on the
face of it, less complex, it took the bees twice as long to solve the
same training task.
2.6. Experiment 6: trained to randomised quadrant intensity, tested on
homogenous quadrant intensity
The foragers trained to the randomised arrays were next tested
on arrays in which the spatial ordering of intensity into homoge-
nous quadrants had been re-introduced (Fig. 3A). Under these con-
ditions, the conditional probability of selecting the previously
rewarding stimulus intensity was 88% – demonstrating that the
task of ﬁnding the bright blue and dark yellow ﬂowers remained
tractable (P < 0.01). This means that the strategy used to solve
the randomised arrays generalised to the single intensity per quad-
rant arrays, and makes it unlikely that the statistical novelty (test-
ing array versus training array) in experiment two was the cause of
the bees’ failure to solve the task.2.7. Experiment 7: trained to homogenous quadrant intensity, tested
on globally darker homogenous quadrant intensity
To further examine the use of higher-order spatial correlations
between intensities during training, bees trained to the homoge-
nous panel arrays were presented with scenes statistically identi-
cal to those during training (i.e., lighter and darker intensity
grouped into spatially extended regions), with the exception that
an additional layer of neutral density ﬁlter (NDF) was added to
each stimulus (Fig. 3B). Thus, the regions of higher intensity were
now light passing through two NDFs (instead of one NDF as during
training), and the regions of lower intensity were light passing
through three NDFs (instead of two NDFs as during training). The
relevance of this simple manipulation (i.e., adding a single layer
of NDF to all stimuli) is that the lighter ﬂowers during testing were
physically identical (i.e., in both colour and intensity) to the darker
ﬂowers in training. If the bees encoded the absolute intensity of the
rewarding ﬂowers during training and/or did not compare the rel-
atively intensity of the groups of ﬂowers across the entire array,
then in this test they should forage only from the yellow–UV stim-
uli in the higher intensity panels during testing (i.e., the yellow–UV
coupled with two NDFs), since this stimulus was identical to the
rewarded during training. Yet of all visits to yellow ﬂowers, 70%
were to the lower intensity stimuli, whereas of all the visits to blue
stimuli, 73% were to the higher intensity blues (signiﬁcant behav-
iour in both cases to P < 0.01). Thus, the bees selected the blue
ﬂowers in the panels that were the lighter in the test array (though
these same panels were the darker during training), and the yellow
ﬂowers in the darker two panels during testing, demonstrating
that bees discriminated the relative intensities between panels
across the array (otherwise there would have been no way to
determine which panel was the lighter and which the darker). An
important corollary of these observations is that the data are con-
sistent with bees generating ‘lightness constant’ behaviour (which
has never previously been demonstrated) whilst simultaneously
using the intensity as a conditional cue for behaviour.
2.8. Experiments 8 and 9: trained to use orientation of a contour as the
conditional cue
A ﬁnal control experiment was undertaken that effectively re-
peated the original experiment, but using a different conditional
cue: line orientation rather than intensity. In this experiment, hor-
izontal and vertical bars – instead of stimulus intensity – provided
the conditional cue for colour-mediated behaviour. That is, in di-
rect parallel with the previous experiments, a predominantly yel-
low ﬂower coupled with a horizontal dark bar, and a
predominantly blue ﬂower coupled with a vertical bar, were the
only rewarding stimuli. The horizontal and vertical bars were
grouped into panels, providing a spatially correlated conditional
cue (exactly like the light and dark intensity cue in the ﬁrst training
session; Fig. 3C). Bees were trained to this format as before. After
an average of 11 foraging cycles, bees were tested under conditions
consistent with their training. Selection accuracy was 70% (statisti-
cally signiﬁcant at P < 0.01). Mistakes were exclusively colour er-
rors, with no visits to the correct colour coupled with the
incorrect bar orientation (orientation errors) meaning that the
comparable conditional probability was 100%.
To test whether the bees similarly encoded the higher-order
spatial information provided by the spatial organisation of orienta-
tion, the bees were next tested with an array in which the orienta-
tion cue was randomized across the array (Fig. 3D). As before, this
manipulation preserved the absolute qualities of each ﬂower’s
stimulus, whilst eliminating the higher-order spatial correlations
across the array. Despite this, selection accuracy remained statisti-
cally signiﬁcant at 90%. Thus, even though the conditions were
Fig. 3. Control experiments. (A) Bees trained to the ﬂowers with random spatial intensity are tested on arrays in which the intensity cue is highly correlated, which does not
disrupt their foraging behaviour (see text for further explanation). (B) Changing the overall intensity of the ﬂoral array (by adding an additional neutral density ﬁlter to each
quadrant) does not alter the bee’s behaviour, demonstrating a high degree of lightness constancy (see text for further explanation). Thus, the absolute physical nature of
stimuli (local cues) is ignored and bees learn the global relationships between the stimuli, indicating an ability to display brightness constant behaviour. (C) and (D) Arrays in
which the conditional stimulus intensity cue has been replaced with an orientated line. Thus, rather than selecting light blue and dark yellow ﬂowers, they must selected blue
ﬂowers when associated with a vertical bar and yellow ﬂowers when it is associated with a horizontal bar. Under these conditions, the bees do not use the spatially correlated
contour information to solve the training task (see text for further explanation).
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orientation rather than intensity, the bees learned to differentiate
the rewarding ﬂowers independent of spatial context, i.e., without
reference to the spatial correlation of contours across the array.
3. Discussion
Previous work on bee vision has shown that the task presented
here – to use a subtle intensity cue (a brightness ratio of 1:1.33) as
a conditional stimulus for colour behaviour – should be difﬁcult for
the bees to perform. This is because when bees are presented with
surfaces that are large enough to be seen by their colour system
they are unable to distinguish between stimuli on the basis of their
intensity alone (Backhaus, Menzel, & Kreissl, 1987; Giurfa,
Vorobyev, Kevan, & Menzel, 1996; Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998)
except when the intensity difference is very large (Hempel de
Ibarra, Vorobyev, Brandt, & Giurfa 2000). We examine the evidence
for this conclusion in more detail below.In honeybees, a stimulus presenting both chromatic contrast
and L-receptor contrast (the L-receptor is exclusively used in the
bee’s achromatic visual system) needs to subtend a visual angle
of more than 5 to be detectable. For a stimulus presenting only
chromatic contrast and no L-receptor contrast, this minimum vi-
sual angle increases to 15 (Giurfa et al., 1996). Stimuli that present
no chromatic contrast and only L-receptor contrast could not be
learned (i.e., could not be ‘seen’) when stimuli subtended large vi-
sual angles (Giurfa et al., 1996). It was therefore concluded that the
achromatic system was not used when stimuli subtended more
than 15. The idea that achromatic and chromatic systems are used
independently when approaching ﬂowers was undermined some-
what by other work: ﬁrstly the fact that the presence of chromatic
contrast considerably enhances the detectability of small targets
(subtending 5; Giurfa et al., 1996) and secondly, honeybees were
found to be able to use achromatic cues at visual angles > 15
(Hempel de Ibarra et al., 2000). However in the latter experiments,
very high achromatic contrast levels (1:11) were used, which was
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both chromatic and achromatic information. Recent work has con-
trasted the ‘psychophysics’ of the honeybee and the bumblebee.
Dyer (2008) found that the minimum visual angles for which stim-
uli containing both L-receptor contrast and chromatic contrast was
2.3 (compared with 5 in honeybees), and stimuli containing only
chromatic contrast could be detected at 2.7 of visual angle (15 for
honeybees). Thus, the spatial resolution of the chromatic system of
bumblebees is nearly 5-times more acute than that of honeybees
(though the trade off appears to be the bumblebee’s ability to dif-
ferentiate the chromatic differences of targets: this is somewhat
poorer that the honeybee’s). Like honeybees then, bumblebees also
could not learn or performed poorly on stimuli that presented only
(or predominantly) L-receptor contrast at large visual angles (10–
25). From this it was concluded that colour at these larger angles
is the most important factor for stimulus detection (Dyer, 2008).
In experiment 1 ﬂowers of similar intensity were placed in spa-
tially correlated locations during training: i.e., quadrants of ﬂowers
that collectively subtended visual angles larger than 30 – when
viewed from the back of the arena – were either light or dark
(see Fig. 4). In the lighter quadrants only the blue ﬂowers were
rewarding, and in the darker quadrants only the yellow ﬂowers
were rewarding. Thus, the task presented to the bees seems sim-
ple: To differentiate light blue from dark blue ﬂowers and dark yel-
low from light yellow ﬂowers. Two other colours of ﬂower (both
light and dark) were also presented, though unrewarding. When
tested under similar conditions as their training environment, each
bee’s preference for the previously rewarding ﬂowers was high,
demonstrating that they rapidly learned to use the subtle intensity
differences (ratio of 1:1.33) between the ﬂowers as a conditional
cue for selecting ﬂowers of different colour. Furthermore, no area
of the arena was preferred. In particular, accuracy at the boundary
between quadrants was no different than elsewhere (see Section 4
– experiment 1 and Lotto & Wicklein, 2005).
Experiment 2 tested whether the bees used the intensity of
individual ﬂowers or the intensity of a local quadrant of ﬂowers
to solve the training task. This was achieved by eliminating the
spatial correlation between ﬂower intensity by placing the light
and dark ﬂowers of different colours at random locations across
the array. As such, the actual physical stimuli arising from each
ﬂower was identical to the training conditions. Only the spatial
correlation between ﬂower intensity was removed. The result
was that bees no longer distinguished between the previously
rewarding light blue ﬂowers from unrewarding dark blue ﬂowers,
and previously rewarding dark yellow ﬂowers from unrewardingFig. 4. The size of the ﬂight arena is such that the angle subtended by a single ﬂower stim
stimuli. According to previous research (Giurfa et al., 1996; Hempel de Ibarra et al., 2001)
arena that is closest to the stimulus wall. Elsewhere, only achromatic cues are used. The
of greater than 30 wherever the bee is in the ﬂight arena.light yellow ﬂowers. Thus it appears that the bees used the spatial
correlation of intensity as a conditional cue for behaviour.
However, it might be argued that the bees ‘failed’ to recognise
the previously rewarding targets in experiment 2 simply because
of the statistical novelty they were confronted with when pre-
sented with these randomized testing arrays (put another way,
the array in experiment 2 was simply too dissimilar for the bees
to ‘know what to do’). This possibility was directly tested in exper-
iment 5 and 6, where a new set of bees were trained and tested in a
manner exactly opposite to experiments 1 and 2. In training the
bees experienced arrays in which stimulus intensity was random-
ized across the array (as in the test arrays of experiment 2). When,
in experiment 5, they were tested on a randomized array, they
were able to differentiate light blue from dark blue ﬂowers, and
dark yellow from light yellow ﬂowers–though doing so took twice
the number of training sessions compared to when intensity infor-
mation was correlated (an important observation which is dis-
cussed further below). When these same bees were presented
with intensity information organised into quadrants (experiment
6), the performance of the bees remained high—i.e., they continued
to prefer light blue and dark yellow ﬂowers. Because the physical
difference between arrays in experiments 5 and 6 is exactly the
same as the difference between arrays in experiments 1 and 2,
we conclude that the decrease in performance in experiment 2
(as compared to experiment 6) is not because of the novelty of
the stimulus conﬁgurations presented in that test.
We further tested whether bees encoded the absolute qualities
of each quadrant of ﬂowers or their relative intensities. In experi-
ment 7 the stimuli arising from the ﬂowers in the lighter quadrants
were now physically identical to the darker quadrants of ﬂowers
during training. Despite this physical equivalence, in the now light-
er panels of ﬂowers, the bees selected the blue ﬂowers, not the yel-
low as they would have done during training. Thus, in both this and
the ﬁrst experiment, the bees must have encoded not the absolute
qualities of the panel’s intensity during training, but the relative
intensity across the whole array (though we cannot rule out recep-
tor adaptation as an explanation for the latter observation). Whilst
previous studies have demonstrated that bees can generate colour
constant-like behaviour (Neumeyer, 1981; Werner, Menzel, &
Wehrhahn, 1988), and our own studies have shown that bees can
use the colour of illumination as a contextual cue for surface-col-
our mediated behaviour (Lotto & Chittka, 2005; which was subse-
quently conﬁrmed by Dyer, 2006), to our knowledge this is the ﬁrst
demonstration of lightness constancy in insects that is simulta-
neous for surface-colour and illumination intensity (see also Lottoulus cannot be less than 5 – the limit at which the bees can detect and discriminate
chromatic cues from a single ﬂower stimulus can only be used in the 1/3 of the ﬂight
stimuli involved in low spatial frequency brightness contrast must subtend an angle
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that bees encode the relative intensity of spatially correlated infor-
mation – when it is present – to solve a colour-mediated training
task, even when doing so is, in principle, unnecessary to solving
the task.
We next asked whether bees could use any spatially correlated
intensity data. To do so a new set of bees were trained to arrays in
which the intensity component of each ﬂower was arranged into a
‘‘chequerboard” pattern across the ﬂoral matrix (experiment 3). It
is important to stress here that such chequerboard arrays are no
less structured than the homogenous arrays presented in experi-
ments 1 (i.e., there are no more degrees of freedom and hence, as
a simple measure, the entropy of the arrays in experiment 1 and
in experiment 3 are equal). Despite this equivalence, we ﬁrst ob-
serve that bees required more than double the training experience
to solve the problem (and solved it to a lower maximum accuracy).
In fact the results are essentially identical to experiment 5 where
the bees were presented with intensity information randomized
across the array. We also observe that, when bees are confronted
with the randomized intensity array (experiment 4) which disrupts
the spatial correlations across the array without altering the abso-
lute qualities of the stimuli themselves, the bees continued to per-
form well. This means the spatial correlation of the chequerboard
present during training was not used by the bees, suggesting it is
not any spatial structure, but a particular type of structure that
facilitates visual (colour) learning.
Why, then, does a particular spatial conﬁguration of intensity
information facilitate visual learning of colour intensity? Here we
speculate that studies on human colour perception suggest an an-
swer, namely the ecological relevance of the articulated informa-
tion presented in the ﬁrst training array. Previous studies in
humans show that perceptions of brightness contrast (and con-
stancy) are augmented by articulation (stimuli composed of multi-
ple visually distinct elements deﬁned by a change in contrast at theFig. 5. Bees are presented with an array of ﬂower-like stimuli in which the relationship
images, (B) less consistent with natural images (though importantly no less structured tha
that only in the case where the illumination–reﬂectance relationship is ecologically lik
selection. Additionally, when trained to this array, the spatial correlation is an integral
completely independent of the actual brightness of individual stimuli. When the condition
times. Since this abstract relationship has no parallel in natural ecology, this latter ﬁnding
would have facilitated robust visual behaviour towards the sources of images in the paelement’s boundary) (Lotto & Purves, 1999, 2000 and references
therein). Importantly, however, it has been argued that the effects
of articulation on humans are not due to articulation per se but to
the ecological relevance of the information presented. Thus,
equally articulated scenes of similar spectral average will generate
different perceptions of brightness and colour depending on
whether the statistical content of the information presented is
more or less consistent with one combination of reﬂectance/illumi-
nation or another (Lotto & Purves, 1999; Lotto & Purves, 2000). The
explanation offered for these observations was that each element
of an articulated image provides statistical information about the
source of the underlying scene.
Whereas previous studies on bees probed behavioural colour
space using large uniform targets presented in either y-maze (dual
choice) (Giurfa et al., 1996; Brandt & Vorobyev, 1997) or spatially
uncorrelated experimental paradigms (Backhaus et al., 1987;
Hempel de Ibarra, Giurfa, & Vorobyev 2002), our experiments used
spatially correlated, articulated scenes. We suggest that parsing
intensity stimulus information into panels of multiple chromatic
stimuli results in a correlation more like that in the ‘real world’
than the chequerboard arrays, if we interpret that correlation as
a change in illumination. The basis of this idea is that in natural
scenes, pure or near-pure luminance variations mainly arise from
inhomogeneous illumination such as shadows or shading, and tend
to change more slowly than chromatic variations (Kingdom, 2003;
Rubin & Richards, 1982; Cavanagh, 1991; Mullen & Kingdom,
1991; Fine et al., 2003). Put another way, illumination tends to vary
at lower spatial frequencies than surface reﬂectance. Thus, the ﬁrst
training condition with a lower spatial frequency of intensity
contrast (with respect to the chromatic ‘surface’ changes) was
more consistent with the natural environment: e.g., a shadow cast
over an extended area made up of multiple surfaces of different
reﬂectance. The chequerboard training condition was no less or-
dered and contained an equal number of individual surfaces –between illumination and surface reﬂectance is made (A) consistent with natural
n (A)) or (C) less consistent with natural images and entirely decorrelated. We show
ely (A) do the bees quickly learn to use brightness as a conditional cue for colour
part of the bees’ innate, context-dependent learning strategy, as their behaviour is
al cue is changed (from illumination to orientation), no difference is seen in training
further indicates that the bee’s brain is biased to encode the statistics of images that
st.
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change was equal to that of colour change across the array, the
higher-order structure could be argued to be less consistent with
the natural environment. Hence we suggest that, because it is
behaviourally useful to retain information in stimuli that they have
experienced previously (quite apart from its source) the bee’s vi-
sual system is sensitive to encoding (in this case) intensity infor-
mation across articulated stimuli that are spatially correlated.
(see Fig. 5). Thus bees can more easily learn to use stimulus cues
when those cues are organised in a way that is natural, though,
of course, in the experiments above there is no evidence that they
actually recognise the lightness changes to be illumination
changes.
A limited test of this more general hypothesis was provided
by experiment 8, in which the conditional cue was not intensity
information but the orientation of a bar: bees were required to
pair a colour selection with an orientation cue rather than the
brightness cue. That the bees were equally able to solve arrays
where the orientation cue was arranged in a chequerboard pat-
tern and where it was parsed into panels is at least consistent
with the ‘ecological relevance’ hypothesis discussed above, in
that there is no systematic bias in the environment for spatially
extended (in two dimensions) regions of identically oriented
lines rather than a chequerboard arrangement. In other words
when the link between conditional cue and spatial order was re-
moved, the bees performed equally well on both training
conditions.
In summary, the evidence that bees have only a 2D ‘percep-
tual’ colour space is weakened by the ease with which the bees
in our experiments were able to use subtle intensity changes as
a conditional cue for colour selection if and only if intensity
information was (i) articulated and (ii) spatially correlated into
extended regions. Thus, information about stimulus intensity
and colour may not be processed separately in the bee’s brain,
but may be combined into a 3D perceptual colour space, as in
humans. Second, the data demonstrate that the naïve bee’s vi-
sual system preferentially encodes the higher-order intensity
information, even when this information is redundant to a task
that could have been solved using a simpler strategy of encod-
ing local image information only. We speculate that the reason
for the latter observation is the ecological relevance of the
information presented, in particular whether the image informa-
tion is or is not consistent the statistical relationship between
images and scenes experienced in nature (Lotto & Purves,
1999, 2000).4. Materials and methods
Methods used for the bees experiments have been described
previously (Lotto & Wicklein, 2005; Lotto & Chittka, 2005). Indi-
vidually marked bumblebees were housed within a nest-box
connected to a 1 m3 Plexiglas ﬂight arena. On one wall of the
arena, bees were presented with 64 trans-illuminated, Plexiglas
stimuli or ‘ﬂowers’ (Fig. 1A). Equal numbers of four differently
transmitting ﬁlters were used to colour the stimuli across the ar-
ray, and the illumination intensity of each ﬂower stimulus was
controlled by neutral density ﬁlter(s) (NDF). Thirty-two of the
ﬂowers were illuminated with higher intensity light (one layer
of NDF) and the other 32 with lower intensity light (two layers
of NDF). The change in consequent light intensity preserved the
colour of the stimuli as much as possible (see Table 1). All stim-
uli (S) in the array, therefore, represent the spectral transmit-
tance characteristics of a ﬂower’s ﬁlter (F1) and an illuminant’s
ﬁlter or ﬁlters (F2), or S = F1  F2 (see Fig. 1C ‘Stimuli’). In each
bee experiment eight foragers were presented with eight30 min training sessions, during which time the number of for-
aging bouts for each bee was recorded (one bout equating to
leaving the hive, visiting 1–3 ﬂowers, returning to the hive and
disgorging the sugar solution). To eliminate spatial information
during training, the locations of each ﬂower and its illumination
were changed between training sessions, within the statistical
constraints of the given problem. To eliminate olfactory cues,
the Plexiglas ﬂower-stems were also washed between sessions.
After training, individually marked bees, whose training histories
were fully known, were tested in isolation in the arena for 5 min
each (during testing, all ﬂowers were unrewarding). Visits were
recorded by hand only when a bee landed on a ﬂower and at-
tempted to obtain a reward by extending its proboscis into the
ﬂower’s empty, central chamber, consistent with the bee’s re-
warded behaviour during training. Results from all foragers were
combined, after ﬁrst conﬁrming that their individual responses
were homogeneous across the population (at a 95% conﬁdence
level; using a Chi-Squared test for homogeneity). Signiﬁcance
was then determined as a normal approximation to the binomial
distribution.
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